How to Access Federal & Massachusetts Tax Forms & Instructions – 2020

**Federal Forms & Instructions**

Go to [IRS.Gov](https://www.irs.gov)

Click on Search Forms and Instructions

Search on the Form Number or see the entire list of all Current Forms and Instructions
To locate the Form or Instruction, type in a number in the Find box and Click on the Find Button. Click on Form Number to Open it.

Once your form is open, click on Printer icon in upper right hand corner.
Massachusetts Forms and Instructions
Go to Mass.gov Personal Income Tax Forms and Instructions

2020 Massachusetts Personal Income Tax forms and instructions
DOR has released its 2020 personal income tax forms. These forms are subject to change only by federal or state legislative action.

Updated: February 11, 2021

Click on one of the 4 links listed in the Table of Contents to find the appropriate Form
Once your form is open, click on Printer icon in upper right hand corner
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